Existing deep Thermal InfraRed (TIR) trackers only use semantic features to describe the TIR object, which lack the sufficient discriminative capacity for handling distractors. This becomes worse when the feature extraction network is only trained on RGB images. To address this issue, we propose a multi-level similarity model under a Siamese framework for robust TIR object tracking. Specifically, we compute different pattern similarities on two convolutional layers using the proposed multi-level similarity network. One of them focuses on the global semantic similarity and the other computes the local structural similarity of the TIR object. These two similarities complement each other and hence enhance the discriminative capacity of the network for handling distractors. In addition, we design a simple while effective relative entropy based ensemble subnetwork to integrate the semantic and structural similarities. This subnetwork can adaptive learn the weights of the semantic and structural similarities at the training stage. To further enhance the discriminative capacity of the tracker, we construct the first large scale TIR video sequence dataset for training the proposed model. The proposed TIR dataset not only benefits the training for TIR tracking but also can be applied to numerous TIR vision tasks. Extensive experimental results on the VOT-TIR2015 and VOT-TIR2017 benchmarks demonstrate that the proposed algorithm performs favorably against the state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
Thermal InfraRed (TIR) object tracking is an important branch of visual object tracking, which receives more and more attention recently. Compared with visual tracking [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] , TIR tracking has several superiorities such as the illumination insensitivity and privacy protection. Since the TIR tracking method can track the object in total darkness, it has a wide range of applications such as video surveillance, maritime rescue, and driver assistance at night [11] .
However, there are several problems faced in TIR tracking are still challenging such as occlusion, appearance changed, and similar distractors.
To handle various challenges, numerous TIR trackers are proposed by researchers in the past decade. For instances, TBOOST [12] ensembles several MOSSE filters [13] using a continuously switching mechanism to choose a set right base trackers. TBOOST can adapt the appearance variation of the object, since it maintains a dynamics ensemble. Sparse-tir [14] explores the sparse representation with a compressive Harr-like features for real-time TIR tracking, which can handle the occlusion challenge to some extent due to the feature of spare representation. Similar to Sparse-tir, MF-tir [15] also uses the sparse representation method for TIR tracking but explores multiple complemental features for getting more discriminative feature representation. DSLT [16] uses an online structural support vector machine [17] with a combination of the motion feature and a modified Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [18] feature for TIR tracking. DSLT obtains the favorable performance mainly because the dense online learning and more robust feature representation. There are also a series of TIR trackers are proposed based on kernel density estimation [19] , multiple instances learning [20] , low-rank sparse learning [21] , discriminative correlation filter [22, 23] , etc. Despite these methods achieve much progress, they performances are limited by the hand-crafted feature representation.
Recently, inspired by the success of Convolution Neural Network (CNN) in visual tracking [24, 25, 26, 27] , several methods explore CNN for TIR tracking. DSST-tir [28] shows that deep features are more effective than hand-crafted features for TIR tracking. MCFTS [29] uses a pre-trained VGGNet [30] to extract deep feature and combine Correlation Filter (CF) [31] to achieve an ensemble TIR tracker. LMSCO [32] integrates CF and structural support vector machine using a combination of the deep appearance feature and the deep motion feature for TIR tracking. HSSNet [33] trains a verification based Siamese CNN on RGB images for TIR tracking. However, most of these methods just use a deep semantic feature. Unlike the visual object, the TIR object does not have color information or rich texture features, which makes it difficult to distinguish TIR objects belonging to a same class. This shows that only using a global semantic feature is insufficient for handling distractors in TIR tracking. Furthermore, most of these deep TIR trackers are trained on RGB images due to lacking a large scale TIR image training dataset, which further degrades the discriminative capacity.
To address the above-mentioned problems, we propose a multi-level similarity model, called MLSSNet, under a Siamese framework for robust TIR tracking. We note that the multi-level similarity is effective in enhancing the discriminative capacity of the Siamese network for handling distractors. To this end, we design a structural Correlation Similarity Network (CSN) and a semantic CSN to compute different pattern similarities on different convolutional layers. The structural CSN captures the local structural information of a pair of TIR objects and then computes the structural similarity of them. We identify that the structure information can help the network distinguish TIR objects belonging to a same class. The semantic CSN enhances the global semantic representation capacity and then computes the similarity on the semantic level. To obtain an optimal comprehensive similarity containing the structural and semantic similarities simultaneously, we design a Relative Entropy based adaptive ensemble Network (REN) to integrate them. Furthermore, to enhance the discriminative capacity of MLSSNet, we construct a large scale TIR image training dataset with manual annotations. The dataset has 430 videos with a total of over 180, 000 TIR frames and over 200, 000 bounding boxes. We note that the tracker has a more powerful discriminative capacity for handling distractors when it is trained on the TIR images dataset. We analyze the multi-level similarity model with an ablation study and compare it with state-of-theart methods on the VOT-TIR2015 [34] and VOT-TIR2017 [35] benchmarks in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 respectively. The favorable performance against the state-of-the-arts demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The contributions of the paper are three-fold:
• We propose a multi-level similarity model under the Siamese network framework for robust TIR object tracking. The network consists of three specialized designed subnetworks which are the structural CSN, the semantic CSN, and the REN.
• We construct the first large scale TIR image training dataset with manual annotations. The dataset can be used to train the deep network for solving several TIR vision tasks.
• We carry out extensive experiments on benchmarks and demonstrate that the proposed TIR tracker performs favorably against state-of-the-art methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first introduce related tracking methods and TIR training dataset briefly in Section 2. Then, we describe the architecture and training details of the proposed multi-level similarity network in Section 3. Subsequently, the extensive experiments are reported in Section 4 to show the proposed method achieves favorable performance. Finally, we draw a short conclusion and describe some future work in Section 5.
Related Work
In this section, we first introduce the Siamese framework based trackers, which are most related with ours. Then, we discuss the several ensemble learning strategies in CNN tracking method. Finally, we describe several TIR training datasets used for tracking.
Siamese based trackers. Siamese based trackers treat object tracking as a similarity verification task, most of which is to off-line train a similarity metric network and then uses it to online compute the similarity between candidates and the target. For example, Siamese-FC [36] trains the first fully convolutional Siamese network for tracking and achieves promising results. In order to adapt the appearance variation of the target, DSiam [37] learns a dynamic Siamese network by two line regression models. One of these models can learn the target's appearance change and the other can learn to suppress the background. StructSiam [38] learns a structured Siamese network, which focuses on the local pattern of the target and their structural relationship. To obtain more powerful features, SiamFC-tri [39] uses a triplet loss to train the Siamese network, which learns the triplet relationship instead of the pairwise relationship. SA-Siam [40] exploits a twofold Siamese network which is composed by a semantic branch and an appearance branch. These two branches are trained from different tasks to complement each other. Our method also uses two branches that is similar to SA-Siam [40] but there are several significant differences. First, SA-Siam uses two separate branches trained with different tasks to compute different similarity, while our model uses two branches trained with one task (the same loss function) to compute different similarity. Second, the two branches of SA-Siam are trained separately, while ours is trained end-to-end. Third, the two branches are fused in the tracking stage via a simple add operation in SA-Siam, while ours are fused in the training stage using a relative entropy-based adaptive ensemble network. In order to enhance the discriminative capacity of the Siamese network, CFNet [41] introduces CF as a differentiable layer into the Siamese network. This layer can update the target branch using videospecific cues that could be helpful for discrimination. RASNet [42] introduces residual attention into CFNet to further boost the discriminative capacity. Considering the motion information is helpful for tracking, FlowTrack [43] trains an optical flow network and a CFNet model simultaneously. To achieve high performance and high speed simultaneously, SiamRPN [44] employs a Siamese region proposal network which consists of a feature extraction subnetwork and a region proposal subnetwork. It is formulated as a local one-shot detection task in the tracking stage. Subsequently, DaSiamRPN [45] extends SiamRPN by controlling the distribution of the training data and achieves top performance in the VOT2018 [46] challenge. However, most of these methods compute similarity from one single level e.g., the semantic level. Different from these methods, in this paper, we exploit the multi-level similarity to enhance the discriminative capacity of the Siamese network for handling distractors in TIR tracking.
CNN based ensemble trackers. The ensemble learning is used at different stages in object tracking. For example, HDT [47] combines the multiple weak CNN based CF trackers into a stronger one by a Hedge algorithm. This algorithm can adaptively update the weights of each weak tracker. STCT [48] trains an ensemble based CNN classifier for tracking via a sequential sampling method. Similar to STCT, Branchout [49] trains an ensemble based CNN classifier by using a stochastic regularization technology. TCNN [50] manages the multiple CNNs in a tree structure to estimate target states and to update the model. EDCF [51] integrates a low-level fine-grained feature and a high-level semantic feature in a mutually reinforced way. Though both the proposed REN and the HDT methods use an adaptive ensemble strategy, the proposed REN model is trained end-to-end, which fuses multiple similarities at the learning stage.
TIR training dataset. The lacking of a large scale TIR image training dataset hinders the development of CNN in TIR object tracking. Several methods attempt to train a CNN model on TIR dataset for TIR tracking. For instance, DSST-tir [28] investigates the deep CNN feature in CF for TIR object tracking. This CNN model is trained on a small scale TIR image dataset with the classification task. It experimental results show that the deep feature based CF tracker can obtain better performance than hand-crafted feature based CF tracker. ECO-tir [52] trains a Generative Adversarial Network [53] (GAN) to generate synthetic TIR images from RGB images. These synthetic images, the number of which is over 80,000, are used to train CFNet [41] end to end for feature extraction of the TIR object. It experimental results show that more TIR training data contributes to better performance. In this paper, we construct a large scale real TIR image sequences from references and video websites including GRB-T [54] , PTB-TIR [55] , OSU [56] , OTCBVS [57] , PDT-ATV [58] , and YouTube [59] with manual annotations for training the proposed model. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to construct a large scale real TIR training dataset. 
Multi-Level Similarity Network
In this section, we first describe the framework of the proposed multi-level similarity network in Section 3.1, which is mainly consists of three specific designed subnetworks: structural CSN, semantic CSN, and REN. Then, we introduce the training details of the network in Section 3.2, which including the TIR training dataset and loss function. Finally, we present how to use the proposed network for TIR tracking in Section 3.3
Network architecture
To achieve more effective TIR tracking, we construct a multi-level similarity model under Siamese framework, as shown in Figure 1 . Unlike existing Siamese network which often computes the similarity based on one feature space, we compute the similarity from multiple levels including the local structure level and the global semantic level. We note that the multi-level similarity can improve the discriminative capacity of the Siamese network, and hence improve the robustness of the TIR tracker. To this end, we design two different subnetworks: structural CSN and semantic CSN to compute the local structural similarity and the global semantic similarity respectively. Furthermore, we design a simple while effective adaptive ensemble subnetwork: REN to integrate the structural similarity and semantic similarity. In the following, we highlight these specific networks in details.
Structural CSN. To compute the structural similarity, we design a structure-aware subnetwork to capture the local structure feature of the object on the shallow convolution layer. We note that the local structure similarity is helpful for the accurate location of the tracker. Since the TIR objects lack the color and texture information, the local structure feature is crucial for the tracker to distinguish them. Specifically, we first use two convolution layers with kernel sizes of 7 × 7 and 5 × 5 to capture the local structure information of the object on the shallow layer of CNN. Visualization of the original and the learned structure-aware and semantic-aware features. The visualized feature maps are generated by summing all channels. From left to right on each column are the input images, the original feature on Conv3, the learned structure-aware feature form Conv3, the original feature on Conv5, and the learned semantic-aware feature from Conv5 respectively. We can see that the structure-aware features tend to focus on the local structure parts, e.g., head and leg, while the semantic-aware features emphasize the more discriminative global semantic regions.
Then, we locate these structure parts by using two deconvolution layers with kernel sizes of 5 × 5 and 7 × 7, respectively. Next, we use a Sigmoid layer to generate a two dimension weight map which indicates the importance of every local structure. Finally, we use a scale layer to weight the original feature via the weight map. The weighted feature is aware of the local structure of the object, as shown in Figure 2 . After the scale layer, we add a CF [41] layer to update the target template. Given an input image z and a search image x , the structural similarity can be formulated as:
where φ conv3 (·) denotes the third convolutional features of the shared feature extraction network, ω(·) represents the structure-aware subnetwork, ϕ(·) is the CF block [41] , and Corr(·, ·) denotes the cross-correlation operator.
Semantic CSN. To compute the semantic similarity, we design a semantic-aware subnetwork to enhance the semantic representation ability of the deep convolution feature. Since the discriminative capacity of the network mainly comes from semantic feature, it is important to obtain a more powerful semantic feature. To this end, our semantic-aware subnetwork formulates the relationship of feature channels to generate more powerful feature, which is similar to SENet [60] . Specifically, we first squeeze the feature map into two one dimension vectors by a global average pooling and a global max pooling respectively. Then, we use two shared convolution layers to formulate the relationship between these channels and then we fuse the two kinds of relationship vectors via a Sum layer. Different from previous methods, we use two kinds of global pooling because we note that they provide different clues for the global semantic information. Next, we use a Sigmoid layer to generate a one dimension weight vector which indicates the importance of each feature channel. Finally, we employ a scale layer to weight the origin feature via the weight vector. The weighed feature emphasizes the discriminative region and hence obtains more powerful semantic feature representation, as shown in Figure 2 . Similar to the structural similarity, the semantic similarity can be formulated as:
where φ conv5 (·) denotes the fifth convolutional features of the shared feature extraction network, ν(·) represents the semantic-aware subnetwork. REN. To integrate the structural similarity and semantic similarity, we propose an adaptive ensemble subnetwork which is constituted by two 1 × 1 convolution layers and a specific designed Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence layer. The aim of this subnetwork is to obtain a comprehensive similarity map which has a minimum distance from the structural and semantic similarities. Given n similarity maps S = {S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S n }, we hope to get an integrated similarity map Q ∈ R M×N . Since the each similarity map can be regarded as a probability distribution of the object target, we can use KL divergence to measure the distance between the similarity map S k (k = 1, 2, · · · , n) and the integrated similarity map Q. Then, we minimize the distance to optimize the similarity map Q by:
where
s i j and q i j denote the (i, j)th element of the similarity map S and Q respectively. We use the Lagrange multiplier method to solve Eq. 3 and the solution has a simple formulation as:
Therefore, the KL layer can be regraded as a weighted sum operator. According to Eq. 5, the final integrated similarity can be formulated by:
where α and β denote the parameter of the two convolution filters respectively. b is the sum of bias of the two convolution layers. These parameters are learned adaptively.
Network training TIR training dataset.
To further enhance the performance of the proposed method, we construct a TIR video training dataset, as shown in Figure 3 , for training the proposed network. The dataset contains 430 TIR videos with a total of over 180, 000 images. We annotate the location and class name of the object in each frame according to the ILSVRC2015 [61] format. The dataset has 20 classes and over 200, 000 bounding boxes. Since the videos are collected from references and video websites, the source and resolution of the images are various. Furthermore, the shot scene and shot time of the videos are also various. Therefore, the dataset has real data distribution and high diversity. Table 1 shows several attributes of the proposed TIR video dataset. All of the images are shown as the white-hot mode and stored with a 8 bits depth. Most of videos are shotted at night, thus, the most object targets are warmer than its background. From Table 1 , we can see that the proposed TIR dataset is captured from four kinds of devices, such as hand-held camera, surveillance (static) camera, vehicle-mounted camera, and drone camera. Therefore, the dataset contains most real-world challenges including occlusion, size change, camera motion, motion blur, and dynamic change. Figure 1 , the network needs a pair of cropped samples as inputs. First, we mix the ILSVRC2015 dataset with our TIR dataset. Then, we convert RGB images of ILSVRC2015 to grayscale since the TIR object does not have color information. Finally, we crop the image and choose the positive and negative training pairs from the whole training dataset like in CFNet [41] .
Training samples generation. As shown in
Loss function. We use the logistic loss to train the proposed network. Since the similarity map 
where D ∈ R 2 denotes the similarity map, o[u] represents the real score of a single target-candidate pair and y[u] is the ground-truth of this pair.
Tracking interface
After training of the proposed model, we just use it as a match function at the tracking stage without any online updating. Given a target image z t−1 at the (t − 1)-th frame and a search region x t at the t-th frame, the tracked target at the t-th frame can be formulated by:
where x t,i ∈ x t is the i-th candidate in the search region x t . To handle the scale variation of the object, we use a simple scale estimation strategy like that in [36] .
Experiments
In this section, we first present the implementation details in Section 4.1. Then, we analyse the effectiveness of each component of the proposed method in Section 4.2. Finally, we compare our approach with state-of-the-art methods in Section 4.3.
Experimental details
We use a modified AlexNet [62] as the shared feature extractor. We add paddings (1, 1) on the last two convolution layers since we need to output two aligned similarity maps by the structural CSN and semantic CSN. Before using the semantic CSN, we reduce channel number of the third convolution layer to 64. We train MLSSNet via Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with the momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 0.0005 using MatConvNet [63] . The learning rate exponentially decays from 10 −2 to 10 −5 . The network is trained for 50 epochs and we set the mini-batch size to 8. In the tracking stage, we set three fixed scales to {0.9745, 1, 1.0375} for handling scale variation of the object. The current scale is updated by a linear interpolation with a factor of 0.59 on the predicted scale. The proposed method is carried out on a PC with a GTX 1080 GPU card and achieves a speed of 18 frames per second.
Ablation studies
To demonstrate that each component of the proposed method is effective, we compare our method with its variants on the VOT-TIR2015 [34] and VOT-TIR2017 [35] benchmarks.
Datasets. VOT-TIR2015 [34] is a first standard TIR tracking benchmark which provides the dataset and toolkit to fair evaluate TIR trackers. The dataset contains 20 TIR image sequences and six kinds of challenges such as Dynamics Change (DC), Occlusion (Occ), Camera Motion (CM), Motion Change (MC), Size Change (SC), and Empty (Emp). VOT-TIR2017 [35] has 25 TIR image sequences, which is more challenging than VOT-TIR2015. It also has six kinds of challenges which can be used to evaluate the corresponding performance of a tracker.
Evaluation criteria. Accuracy (Acc) and Robustness (Rob) [64] are often used to evaluate the performance of a tracker from different aspects due to the high interpretability [65] . While accuracy is computed from the overlap rate between the prediction and ground truth, robustness is measured in term of the frequency of tracking failure. Furthermore, there is a comprehensive evaluation criterion called Expected Average Overlap (EAO) [66] which is adopted to measure the overall performance of a tracker. Table 2 : Comparison of MLSSNet and its variants on VOT-TIR2015 and VOT-TIR2017. The up arrow and down arrow denote the bigger or smaller value is, the better corresponding performance has.
VOT-TIR2015
VOT-TIR2017 Results and analysis. We use CFNet trained on ILSVRC2015 as the baseline method. First, to show that the semantic CSN is effective, we compare Baseline with its variation (Baseline Sem) adding the semantic CSN module. The results of Table 2 show that the semantic CSN improves the robustness of the baseline method on both two benchmarks remarkably. This demonstrates that the semantic CSN can enhance the discriminative capacity of the original feature representation. Second, to demonstrate that the structural CSN is effective, we compare Baseline Sem with Baseline Sem+Str which denotes that the structural CSN is added into Baseline Sem. The results of Table 2 show that the structural CSN enhances the accuracy and EAO of Baseline Sem about two and one percent on VOT-TIR2015 respectively. This shows that the local structural similarity is helpful for precisely object location. Third, to show that the proposed TIR dataset can Table 3 : Comparison of MLSSNet and state-of-the-arts on VOT-TIR2017 and VOT-TIR2015. The up arrow and down arrow denote the bigger or smaller value is, the better corresponding performance has. The bold and underline denote the best and the second-best respectively.
VOT-TIR2017 VOT-TIR2015 Table 2 show that training on the TIR dataset boosts the accuracy and robustness of Baseline Sem+Str on two benchmarks remarkably.
Comparison with state-of-the-arts
To evaluate the proposed algorithm comprehensively, we compare our method with fifteen state-of-the-art methods on the VOT-TIR2017 [35] and VOT-TIR2015 [34] benchmarks.
Dataset and evaluation criteria. We also use the VOT-TIR2017 and VOT-TIR2015 benchmarks as the testing datasets and the Accuracy (Acc), Robustness (Rob), and EAO as the evaluation criteria.
Compared trackers. We compare the proposed methods (MLSSNet and MLSSNet-No-TIR-D which is trained without the proposed TIR dataset) with fifteen trackers. These methods can be divided into four categories. Six trackers are based on the deep correlation filter such as deepMKCF [67] , HDT [47] , MCFTS [29] , CREST [69] , ECO-deep [71] , and DeepSTRCF [70] . Five trackers are based on the Siamese network framework such as Siamese-FC [36] , CFNet [41] , SiamRPN [44] , DaSiamRPN [45] , and HSSNet [33] . Two hand-crafted feature based CF tracker: Table 4 : Comparison of MLSSNet and state-of-the-arts on the six challenges of the VOT-TIR2017 benchmark under EAO evaluation criterion. DC, MC, CM, SC, Occ, Emp represent the dynamics change, motion change, camera motion, size change, occlusion, and empty respectively. The bold and underline denote the best and the second-best respectively. Staple-TIR [68] , MOSSE CA [35] . Two deep trackers using classification and adversarial learning respectively: MDNet-N [68] and VITAL [72] .
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Results and analysis. First, we compare the comprehensive performance of our method with other trackers, as shown in Table 3 . It shows that our approach achieves the best EAO of 0.278 and 0.316 on the VOT-TIR2017 and VOT-TIR2015 benchmarks respectively. We also see that although the proposed method does not use the constructed TIR training dataset, it also achieves the best and the second-best EAO 0.272 and 0.309 on the VOT-TIR2017 and VOT-TIR2015 benchmarks respectively. These results demonstrate that the proposed method performs favorably against these state-of-the-art methods. Compared with the Siamese framework based tracker CFNet [41] , our approach improves the accuracy and robustness simultaneously. The enhancement of performance is mostly attributed to the proposed multi-level similarity network. Compared with CF based deep tracker CREST [69] , our method has better robustness despite CREST online updates the target template. We argue that the superior robustness of our method comes from the training on the constructed TIR dataset. Though MDNet-N [68] online trains a deep classification network for TIR tracking, our method gets better robustness, which benefits from both the multi-level similarity and the constructed TIR training dataset. Second, in order to show the effectiveness of the proposed method for handling different challenging, we compare the proposed method with state-of-the-art methods on the six challenging attributes on the VOT-TIR2017 and VOT-TIR2015 benchmarks, as shown in Table 4 and Table 5 respectively. It is obviously shown that our method achieves the best EAO on two challenges of VOT-TIR2017, which are the dynamics change and the empty. When the proposed method is trained on the constructed TIR training dataset, it's EAO gains about 3% on the dynamics change challenge. This demonstrate that the TIR training dataset is important for enhancing the robustness of the tracker. The proposed method also obtains the best and the second-best performance on the motion change of VOT-TIR2015 and VOT-TIR2017 respectively. Compare with CFNet [41] , our two methods enhance EAO about 5% and 3% on the motion change of VOT-TIR2015 and VOT-TIR2017 respectively. This shows that the proposed multi-level similarity model is helpful for precise localization on the motion change challenge. It is easy to see that our method achieves the competitive performance on the size change challenge of two benchmarks. Compare with Siamese-FC [36] , our tracker improves EAO about 18% and 5% on size change of VOT-TIR2015 and VOT-TIR2017 respectively. This demonstrates that the multi-level similarity model improves the robustness of the Siamese network remarkably, since these two trackers use a same scale estimation strategy. These attributes based results demonstrate that our approach achieves a powerful discriminative capacity and favorable robustness. Third, to visualized present the tracking performance, we show the tracking results of several trackers on five challenging sequences, as shown in Figure 4 . When the boat in "Boat2" changes the scale drastically, our tracker can more precisely locate the object than the others. Most of the methods fail when the car changes its appearance severely in "Car1", our method tracks it more accurately. This shows that our method has a more powerful discriminative capacity than others.
When the Siamese framework based trackers Siamese-FC and HSSNet drift away from the target in the "Street" and "Soccer", our approach distinguishes the object from several distractors. This also shows that the multi-level similarity can improve the discriminative capacity of the Siamese network for handling distractors. While the appearance variation and distractor occurred in the "Crouching" simultaneously, the proposed method also achieves more accurate localization.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a multi-level similarity model under the Siamese framework for robust Thermal InfraRed (TIR) object tracking. The network consists of a multi-level similarity network and a relative entropy based adaptive ensemble network. The structural correlation similarity network captures the local structure information of the TIR object for precise location. While the semantic correlation similarity network enhances the global semantic representation of the feature for robust identification. The multi-level similarity improves the discriminative capacity of the Siamese network. In addition, to further enhance the discriminative capacity, we construct a large scale TIR image dataset to train the proposed model. The dataset not only benefits the training for TIR tracking but also can be applied to numerous TIR vision tasks such as classification and detection. Extensive experimental results on the VOT-TIR2015 and VOT-TIR2017 benchmarks show that the proposed method performs favorably against the state-of-the-art methods. 
